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START YOUR JOURNEY 

FROM MINDSET TO MASTERY

In order to succeed with agile approaches, teams and organizations

should focus first on “being agile” as a foundation for success in “doing

agile.” ICAgile's fundamentals learning outcomes develop into key

concepts such as adaptive planning, value-driven development, team

collaboration and frequent feedback for continuous improvement.

They also cover the history of the agile movement, the Agile Manifesto,

the Agile Principles, and some widely applied frameworks and practices.

Course participants come away with a solid understanding of core

concepts as they prepare to embark on their agile journey.

YOU SHOULD TAKE THIS COURSE, IF YOU...

-  are new to Agile world

-  want to "Be Agile"

-  wish to get a solid understanding of core       

    concept of agile

Since the ICAgile Certified Professional (ICP) is

foundational and the gateway to all other

ICAgile tracks, the ICP certification is

appropriate for those new to the agile world,

and for practitioners who recognize the need

to focus on “Being Agile” over “Doing Agile”.

Workshop may be tailor- made to specific

audiences and career levels, while still

ensuring coverage of all learning outcomes.

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?

The ICP's learning outcomes focus on the Agile

mindset, values, principles and foundational

concepts. They are grounded in what it means to

&quot;be agile while doing agile&quot; and

achieve organizational agility without specific

focus on any single agile methodology or

framework (i.e. Scrum, kanban, XP, DSDM, SAFe,

etc.)

Look into the history of the Agile movement

and its future 
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Gain the mindset of Agile though Agile

values, principles, and practices

Master Agile by applying mindset to the

daily practices of Scrum

Understand Individuals and interactions

Cultivate collaboration with customers and

team with Agile techniques

6 Explore the key aspects of value-driven and

the iterative incremental development

7 Probe Agile planning, product and process

adaptation

Enquiry: 

IM: 852 9405 4808 (whatsapp)

M: +86 1314 3808 597

E: wendy.tang@agilizing.com 

Room 1402, IUKI Tower, 5 O'Brien Road, Wanchai,

HK


